
Diamond Stitch – Crochet Stitch

This stitch can be done using any size hook or yarn.

This pattern works in multiples of 4 + 2 plus add for turning chain.

Ch = chain
sc = single crocheting
FPTC = Front Post Triple Crochet
sts = stitches
* = repeat what is in between for row

To start:
ch in sets of 4 until you reach desired size

Rows 1 – 3
sc in all stitches, ch 1 and turn.

Round 4
Working on the first row of single crochets, we will work a FPTC on the 2nd sc of 
the row. 



(Then working back on row 4) Skip first sc and sc onto the 2nd sc of row to 
secure our FPTC and sc in the following 3 sc's as well for a total of 4 single 
crochets.

 * (back on row 1) FPTC again onto row 1, putting it in the sc beside our last 
FPTC. 

Then skip 4 sts from our FPTC on row 1, and FPTC in 5th stitch.

(Then working back on row 4) Skip 2 sts  Count from where we single 
crocheted to secure our last FPTC.  And sc in 3rd. And sc into the next 3 stitches * 
Repeat for row.



Last stitches of row, you will work your FPTC as normal and then skip a st and sc 
into last stitch. Ch 1 and turn.

Rows 5 – 7
Sc in each stitch, ch 1 turn.

Row 8
sc into the first 2 sts. 

*Then work a FPTC into the sc right above our other FPTC from row 4.

Then FPTC onto the sc right above your next FPTC to finish your diamond shape.

Skip 2 sts, and sc into the next 4 sts. *

Repeat for row.  To finish the row skip 2 sts and sc into last 3 sts.



Then Repeat pattern starting from row 1 until you have reaches desired size. 
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